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Since the birth of the first advertisement in the world, considerable 
progress has been made in advertising industry. The modes of and the media 
carrying advertisements have undergone constant changes. The purpose of the 
paper is to study a common but very hidden advertising mode---- embedded 
advertisement in movies.  
The paper consists of three parts. As there is almost no systematic 
analyses considering embedded advertisement in movies in our country so far, 
the nature of embedded advertisement and it’s meaning are dealt with in the 
first chapter, based on some references and the author’s own research, thus 
laying the foundation for the whole paper. The history, the modes, different 
features of traditional advertisements are thoroughly analyzed, forming a 
systematic summary and analyses of embedded advertisement. 
In the second chapter, the effects of embedded advertisement in movies 
are analyzed, by using survey and research methods, selecting the embedded 
advertisement in movies as the subject of study. Through the study of the 
customers, to what extent can they recall the embedded advertisements, how 
they feel about them and in what way can the advertisements affect their 
purchase habits are displayed. In the meantime, the sensitivity and attitude 
toward this kind advertisement is studied. The survey reveals the ages of the 
customers, the customers’ absorption in the movie, the time for the 
advertisements to appear in the movie, how popular is the brand can affect the 
customers’ recall of the brand. Different embedded modes lead to different 
definition of the brand’s feature; the correlation between the brand and the plot 
can affect the customers’ attitude toward the brand; how much the customers 














customers’ choice of brand in purchase.  
In the last chapter, the optimization of the strategy of delivering 
embedded advertisement in the movie is studied. The process of inputting, the 
consideration before inputting, the choice of the movie for inputting, the 
consideration of the plot and the coordination of the strategy are analyzed, 
suggestions are provided, so that the best effects can be achieved. 
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《玩具总动员》中的“土豆头”的出场，销售上升 4500 个百分点 
M&M 公司的巧克力豆在《外星人》上映后销售上升了 70 个百分点 
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② 参照蒙勒与卡拉·约翰逊著.《广告原理》［M］.林思全译.延边人民出版社. 2003 年版托马斯·欧
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将要求告知             寻找剧本（置入点） 
商家                   置入代理商                  电影制片公司      
寻找合适的商家          提供剧本（置入点）   











































                                                        
①
 根据参考文献整理分析所得。 
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